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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Audio systems are frequently used in residenc-
es and commercial buildings to provide ambiance and/or
to allow announcements to be made. For example, audio
systems may be provided in malls, restaurants, hotels,
office buildings, airports and train stations. They may also
be installed outdoors to provide sound delivery, for ex-
ample to parks, train platforms and parking lots. Audio
systems may include an audio source, an amplifier, a
control unit for controlling the audio source and amplifier,
and speakers. Typically, the speakers are housed in
speaker cabinets that are distributed throughout the
sound coverage area, and are connected to the control
unit via speaker wires. It is desirable to mount the speaker
cabinets on a support structure such as a post, wall or
ceiling using an unobtrusive mounting system. Moreover,
it is desirable to be able to adjust the angular orientation
of the speaker cabinet relative to the support structure in
order to direct sound emitted from the speaker in a de-
sired direction.
[0002] GB 2 393 106 shows a mounting bracket for
holding a loudspeaker. A ball joint allows a desired ori-
entation.

SUMMARY

[0003] In some aspects, a bracket assembly is used
to connect a housing to a support structure. In other as-
pects, an audio speaker device includes a speaker
housed in a speaker cabinet, and the bracket assembly
is secured to the speaker cabinet and is configured to
connect the speaker cabinet to a support structure. The
bracket assembly includes a cap, an outer bracket, a
connector and a clamp assembly. The cap has a spher-
ical cap inner surface. The outer bracket includes an out-
er base and a spherical ball connected to the outer base
by a ball stem. The ball cooperates with a socket of the
connector in such a way that the angular orientation of
the speaker cabinet relative to the support structure is
adjustable. The connector includes a connector plate,
and the socket that is connected to the connector plate
by a socket stem. The socket is disposed between the
cap and the ball. The socket includes a spherical socket
inner surface that confronts an outer surface of the ball
and a spherical socket outer surface that confronts the
cap inner surface. The clamp assembly includes a fas-
tener that passes through the cap, the ball and the socket.
In addition, the clamp assembly urges the cap inner sur-
face against the socket outer surface and urges the ball
outer surface against the socket inner surface, whereby
the socket is clamped between the ball and the cap, and
the position of the socket is fixed relative to the position
of the ball.
[0004] In some embodiments, the clamp assembly in-
cludes a hollow pin that is disposed within the ball. The

pin includes a pin first end having a threaded inner sur-
face, and a pin second end that is opposed to the first
end, and the pin threaded inner surface is engaged with
corresponding threads provided on an outer surface of
the fastener.
[0005] In some embodiments, the pin second end is
disposed within the ball, and the pin first end protrudes
out of the ball and extends through an opening in the
socket.
[0006] In some embodiments, the pin first end has a
first pin diameter, the pin second end has a second pin
diameter that is larger than the first pin diameter, and the
pin includes a pin shoulder disposed between the pin first
end and the pin second end at a transition between the
first pin diameter and the second pin diameter. The ball
includes a ball through hole that extends in a direction
parallel to the outward facing surface of the outer base
between a first end of the ball and a second end of the
ball. The ball through hole has a first hole diameter ad-
jacent to the first end of the ball, a second hole diameter
adjacent to the second end of the ball, and a hole shoulder
disposed between the ball first end and the ball second
end at a transition between the first hole diameter and
the second hole diameter. In addition, the pin is disposed
in the ball through hole such that the pin first end pro-
trudes from the first end of the ball and the pin shoulder
abuts the hole shoulder.
[0007] In some embodiments, the ball includes a ball
through hole that extends in a direction parallel to an
inward facing surface of the outer base between a first
end of the ball and a second end of the ball. The ball
through hole extends along a diameter of the ball. The
ball also includes a first passageway that extends
through the ball stem, one end of the first passageway
communicating with the ball through hole and an op-
posed end of the first passageway communicating with
an opening in the outer base, and a second passageway
that extends through a portion of the ball, one end of the
second passageway communicating with the ball
through hole and an opposed end of the second pas-
sageway communicating with an opening in the ball. The
first and second passageways extend in a direction that
is perpendicular to the inward facing surface of the outer
base and are non-colinear.
[0008] In some embodiments, the clamp assembly in-
cludes a hollow pin that is disposed within the ball through
hole. The pin includes a pin first end having a threaded
inner surface, a pin second end that is opposed to the
first end, and a pin longitudinal axis that is extends
through the pin first end and the pin second end. The pin
threaded inner surface is coaxial with the pin longitudinal
axis and is engaged with corresponding threads provided
on an outer surface of the fastener, and the pin includes
a passageway that extends perpendicular to the pin lon-
gitudinal axis and opens to an exterior surface of the pin.
[0009] In some embodiments, the pin includes surface
features that cooperate with a surface of the ball through
hole in such a way as to align the pin passageway with
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one of the first passageway and the second passageway.
[0010] In some embodiments, the cap inner surface
includes surface features that enhance engagement be-
tween the cap inner surface and the socket outer surface.
[0011] In some embodiments, the head is recessed
within the boss, and a cap cover is disposed on an end
of the boss so as to hide the head from view.
[0012] In some embodiments, the socket stem is hol-
low and an inner surface of the socket stem defines a
socket stem passageway. The socket stem passageway
has a width that is at least 60 percent of a width of the
socket, where the width corresponds to a dimension in
a direction transverse to the socket stem longitudinal axis
and parallel to a free edge of the socket.
[0013] In some embodiments, the socket stem is hol-
low and an inner surface of the socket stem defines a
socket stem passageway. The socket stem passageway
has a width that is greater than a height of the socket
stem passageway, where the width corresponds to a di-
mension in a direction transverse to the socket stem lon-
gitudinal axis and parallel to a free edge of the socket,
and the height corresponds to a dimension in a direction
transverse to the socket stem longitudinal axis and per-
pendicular to the free edge of the socket.
[0014] In some aspects, the bracket assembly is used
to secure a speaker disposed in a speaker cabinet to a
support structure such as a post, wall or ceiling. The
bracket assembly includes an inner bracket, an outer
bracket and a connector. The inner bracket is configured
to be mounted on the support structure, and includes
electrical connectors that may be electrically connected
to the speaker wires of the audio system. The outer brack-
et is configured to be mounted on the inner bracket and
includes electrical connectors that automatically engage
with the electrical connectors of the inner bracket when
the outer bracket is mounted on the inner bracket. By this
configuration, the inner bracket can be mounting at an
initial time for example during an early stage of building
construction, and the remainder of the bracket assembly
and the speaker can be installed at a subsequent time,
for example a late or finishing stage of building construc-
tion. As a result, damage to, or theft of, the speaker is
avoided during building construction.
[0015] The inner and outer brackets each include sur-
face features that cooperate to allow a quick and reliable
mechanical connection of the outer bracket to the inner
bracket. The surface features are also configured to
guide the outer bracket electrical connectors into en-
gagement with the inner bracket electrical connectors as
the mechanical connection is made. This feature reduces
the effort required to mount the speaker since the speaker
including the speaker cabinet can be relatively large and
heavy. Providing the electrical connections within the in-
ner bracket may also reduce installation time since the
installer only needs to make a simple electrical connec-
tion between the inner bracket and the speaker wire. Op-
tionally, the inner bracket may be covered with a dust
cover, and the final installation of the remainder of the

speaker bracket assembly and speaker may take place
at a much later time and no further wiring is needed.
[0016] In some aspects, the interconnection between
the outer bracket and the connector is configured to allow
the angular orientation of the speaker cabinet to be ad-
justed relative to the inner bracket. The interconnection
between the outer bracket and the connector is a ball
and socket connection that allows articulation over a wide
range of angles in two orthogonal planes. For example,
when the bracket assembly is mounted to a wall or other
vertical support surface, the ball and socket connection
allows the speaker cabinet to be adjusted over a range
of plus or minus 45 degrees relative to a longitudinal axis
of the ball stem in a horizontal plane regardless of vertical
plane position, and to be adjusted downward over a range
of 0 degrees to 45 degrees relative to the longitudinal
axis of the ball stem in a vertical plane, regardless of
horizontal plane position. This can be compared to some
conventional bracket assemblies that provide angular
adjustment in both the vertical and horizontal plane, but
that are formed such that horizontal adjustability is zero
or minimal while also adjusted to 45 degrees vertically
downward.
[0017] Advantageously, the outer bracket including the
ball and the connector including the socket are assem-
bled together independently of the inner wall bracket, and
the relative angular orientation of the socket relative to
the ball may be adjusted and fixed prior to mounting the
outer bracket to the inner bracket. For example, an in-
staller can set the speaker cabinet angle by adjusting the
relative angle of the outer bracket and connector while
standing on the ground, and after the adjustment is made
and set can then climb a ladder and use the quick connect
electrical and mechanical connection features to quickly
and easily mount the outer bracket along with the speaker
cabinet to the inner bracket. This feature avoids a com-
mon situation in which the installer must adjust a speaker
bracket and mount it to a support structure while support-
ing the weight of the speaker including the speaker cab-
inet, or enlist the aid of another installer who can support
the speaker while the first installer secures and adjusts
the bracket.
[0018] The bracket assembly including the ball and
socket connection also provides an internal passageway
for the speaker wires. Thus, the speaker wires that con-
nect the speakers within the speaker cabinet to a remote
audio source are completely hidden from view, whereby
the appearance of the audio system is improved, the
speaker cabinet and bracket assembly are made less
obtrusive, and damage and/or theft protection is further
improved.
[0019] In some aspects, the outer bracket includes a
ball that is mounted to an outer base via ball stem, and
the connection portion includes a socket that is mounted
to a connector plate via a socket stem, and the socket is
configured to receive the ball therein to form a ball and
socket connection. The bracket assembly further in-
cludes a clamping assembly that when released allows
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adjustment of the relative positions between the ball and
the socket, and when secured prevents adjustment of
the relative positions between the ball and the socket. In
particular, the clamping assembly is configured to clamp
the socket between the ball and a socket cover. A socket
facing surface of the socket cover includes surface fea-
tures that improve frictional engagement between the
socket cover and the socket, further improving the relia-
bility of the clamping effect of the clamping assembly.
[0020] In some aspects, the bracket assembly includes
features that prevent moisture from entering the speaker
cabinet and the interior space defined between the inner
and outer brackets. By preventing moisture from entering
the speaker cabinet and the interior space defined be-
tween the inner and outer brackets, the electrical com-
ponents housed in these locations are protected from
moisture. To this end, the bracket assembly includes
sealing elements disposed at each end of the speaker
wire path through the bracket assembly. In particular, a
seal is provided at the speaker wire opening of the speak-
er cabinet, and at an outer surface of the inner bracket.
In addition, the bracket assembly includes a gasket? Seal
disposed between mating surfaces of the inner and outer
bracket, the gasket seal surrounding the inner space de-
fined between the inner and outer brackets that includes
the electrical connectors. Finally, the bracket assembly
includes a further seal disposed in the speaker wire pas-
sageway within the ball stem, which prevents moisture
that enters the ball and socket joint from entering the
interior space via the ball stem.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES

[0021]

Fig. 1 is a front perspective view of an audio speaker
device that is mounted on a support structure using
a bracket assembly.
Fig. 2 is a cross sectional view of the audio speaker
device as seen along line 2-2 of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is an exploded perspective view of the audio
speaker device of Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a rear perspective view of the bracket as-
sembly of Fig. 1.
Fig. 5 is a cross sectional view of the bracket assem-
bly as seen along line 5-5 of Fig. 4.
Fig. 6 is an exploded front perspective view of the
outer bracket and inner bracket, with the connector
and clamp assembly omitted for clarity.
Fig. 7 is an exploded rear perspective view of the
outer bracket and inner bracket, with the connector
and clamp assembly omitted for clarity.
Fig. 8 is a front perspective view of the inner bracket.
Fig. 9 is a rear perspective view of the outer bracket.
Fig. 10 is a cross sectional view of the ball and socket
joint.
Fig. 11 is a cross sectional view of a portion of the
outer bracket including the ball and ball stem.

Fig. 12 is a front perspective view of the connector.
Fig. 13 is a rear perspective view of the connector.
Fig. 14 is a front plan view of the connector.
Fig. 15 is an exploded front perspective view of the
connector, outer bracket and clamp assembly, with
the inner bracket omitted for clarity.
Fig. 16 is an exploded rear perspective view of the
connector, outer bracket and clamp assembly, with
the inner bracket omitted for clarity.
Fig. 17 is a top perspective view of the cap.
Fig. 18 is a bottom perspective view of the cap.
Fig. 19 is a top perspective view of the pin.
Fig. 20 is a cross sectional view of the pin.
Fig. 21 is a side view of the audio speaker device of
Fig. 1 illustrating a device orientation that is angled
approximately 45 degrees downward relative to the
horizontal.
Fig. 22 is a top view of the audio speaker device of
Fig. 1 illustrating a device orientation that is angled
approximately (plus) 45 degrees laterally relative to
the vertical.
Fig. 23 is a top view of the audio speaker device of
Fig. 1 illustrating a device orientation that is angled
approximately (minus) 45 degrees laterally relative
to the vertical.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, an audio speaker
device 2 includes a speaker 6 disposed in a speaker cab-
inet 4, and a bracket assembly 10 that is used to secure
the speaker cabinet 4 to a support structure 8 such as a
post, wall or ceiling. The bracket assembly 10 includes
an inner bracket 20, an outer bracket 40 and a connector
60. The inner bracket 20 is a generally tray shaped mem-
ber that is configured to be mounted on the support struc-
ture 8. The outer bracket 40 is configured to be mounted
on the inner bracket 20. To that end, the outer bracket
40 includes a generally tray shaped base that receives
the inner bracket 20. The outer bracket base cooperates
with the inner bracket 20 to define an interior space that
houses electrical connections between the inner and out-
er brackets 20, 40 as discussed in detail below.
[0023] The outer bracket 40 includes the ball 100 of a
ball and socket joint 12, and the connector 60 includes
the corresponding socket 70. The ball 100 and socket 70
cooperatively engage to allow the angular orientation of
the speaker cabinet 4 to be adjusted relative to the outer
and the inner brackets 20, 40. In particular, the ball and
socket interconnection between the outer bracket 40 and
the connector 60 allows articulation over a wide range of
angles in two orthogonal planes, as discussed in detail
below. In addition, the bracket assembly 10 includes fea-
tures that reliably retain the ball 100 and socket 70 in a
desired relative angular orientation, as discussed in detail
below.
[0024] Referring also to Fig. 3, the inner bracket 20
includes electrical connectors that may be electrically
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connected to the speaker wires of the audio system,
which may be delivered to the inner bracket 20 through
the support structure 8. The outer bracket 40 is config-
ured to be mounted on the inner bracket 20. The outer
bracket 40 includes electrical connectors 220 that auto-
matically engage with the electrical connectors 210 of
the inner bracket 20 when the outer bracket 40 is mount-
ed on (e.g., becomes mechanically engaged with) the
inner bracket 20. The bracket assembly 10 includes a
wiring harness 230 that is electrically connected at one
end to the outer bracket electrical connectors 220 and at
the opposed end to the speaker 6. To that end, the wiring
harness 230 extends through the interior space defined
between the inner and outer brackets 20, 40, the ball
stem 110, the ball 100, the socket 70, the socket stem
64, the connector plate 60, and the speaker cabinet. The
bracket assembly 10 includes features that result in the
electrical connection between the inner bracket and outer
bracket electrical connectors 210, 220 upon assembly of
the outer bracket 40 with the inner bracket 20, as dis-
cussed in detail below. The bracket assembly 10 includes
features that allow the electrical connection between an
audio source (not shown) and the speaker 6 to be hidden
from an exterior view of the audio speaker device 2, as
discussed in detail below. The bracket assembly 10 in-
cludes features that prevent moisture from entering the
interior space between the inner and outer brackets 20,
40 that encloses the inner bracket and outer bracket elec-
trical connectors 210, 220, including moisture that pen-
etrates into the bracket assembly 10 via the ball and sock-
et joint 12, as discussed in detail below. The outer bracket
40 and the connector 60 include features that allows ar-
ticulation of the ball and socket joint 12 over a wide range
of angles in two orthogonal planes, while accommodating
passage of the wiring harness therethrough, as dis-
cussed in detail below.
[0025] Referring to Figs. 4-8, the inner bracket 20 of
the bracket assembly 10 is disposed within the outer
bracket 40 and is configured to secure the outer bracket
40 to the support structure 8. The inner bracket 20 is
generally tray shaped and includes an inner endwall 21
that is surrounded by an inner sidewall 28. The inner end
wall 21 has an inward facing surface 22 and an outward
facing surface 23 that are bordered by a common periph-
eral edge 26.
[0026] A first wiring through hole 27 is formed in the
inner endwall 21. The first wiring through hole 27 provides
a port through which a signal wire 9 extends. For exam-
ple, the signal wire 9 may be electrically connected to
the audio source and carry the audio signal from the audio
source. The inner endwall 21 also includes fastener
through holes 33 that receive fasteners such as screws
that are used to secure the inner bracket to the support
structure 8.
[0027] The inner sidewall 28 protrudes from the inner
endwall peripheral edge 26 in a direction normal to the
inner endwall inward facing surface 22. The inner side-
wall 28 has a first edge 31 that is joined to the inner

endwall 21, and a second edge 32 that is parallel to, and
spaced apart from, the first edge 31. A height of the inner
sidewall corresponds to the distance between the inner
sidewall first edge 31 and the inner sidewall second edge
32.
[0028] The inner sidewall 28 has four sides 28(1),
28(2), 28(3), 28(4), and includes a pair of long sides
28(2), 28(4). The long sides 28(2), 28(4) are equal in
length and are joined at a first end 24 of the inner endwall
21 by a first short side 28(1), and are joined at the op-
posed, second end 25 of the inner endwall 21 by a second
short side 28(3), where the second short side 28(3) is
parallel to, and slightly longer than, the first short side
28(1). The height of the long sides 28(2), 28(4) at the
inner endwall first end 24 is less than the height of the
long sides 28(2), 28(4) at the inner endwall second end
25. An inner bracket longitudinal axis 34 extends through
and is perpendicular to the first and second short sides
28(1), 28(3).
[0029] The inner sidewall 28 includes grooves 80 that
are formed in an outward facing surface 30 of the inner
sidewall 28. Each groove 80 is generally L shaped and
thus has a non-uniform groove width, where the groove
width refers to a dimension of the groove 80 in a direction
parallel to the inner sidewall first edge 31 in the vicinity
of the groove 80 and the inner bracket longitudinal axis
34. In particular, each groove 80 has a groove first portion
81 having a first groove width wg1, and a groove second
portion 82 having a second groove width wg2. The sec-
ond groove width wg2 is greater than the first groove
width wg1. The groove first portion 81 is spaced apart
from the inner sidewall first edge 31. The groove first
portion 81 intersects the inner sidewall second edge 32,
and the intersection of the groove first portion 81 with the
inner sidewall second edge 32 defines a groove opening
83. The groove first portion 81 extends toward the inner
sidewall first edge 31 and communicates with the groove
second portion 82. The groove second portion 82 is
spaced apart from the inner sidewall second edge 32 and
is disposed between the groove first portion 81 and the
inner sidewall first edge 31. Each groove 80 includes a
groove shoulder 84 at the transition between the first
groove portion 81 and the second groove portion 82. In
use, the grooves 80 receive and retain tabs 90 provided
on the outer bracket 40, as discussed below.
[0030] The inner bracket 20 includes an inner endwall
ramp 160. The inner endwall ramp 160 is an inclined
feature that protrudes inward from the inner endwall in-
ward facing surface 22. The inner endwall ramp 160 co-
operates with a corresponding outer endwall ramp 170
provided on the outer bracket 40 to facilitate formation
of a secure mechanical connection and moisture seal
between the inner bracket 20 and the outer bracket 40,
as discussed in detail below.
[0031] The inner endwall ramp 160 is spaced apart
from the inner sidewall 28, and has four rails 166, 167,
168, 169 that are arranged together to form a hollow
closed section having a rectangular profile. As a result,
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the inner endwall ramp 160 has the appearance of a rec-
tangular frame when viewed in a direction perpendicular
to the inner endwall inward facing surface 22. The inner
endwall ramp 160 encircles a central portion 200 of the
inner bracket endwall 21 when viewed in a direction per-
pendicular to the inner bracket inward facing surface 22.
In particular, the inner endwall ramp 160 includes a first
rail 166 that is parallel to the first short side 28(1) of the
inner sidewall 21, a second rail 167 that is perpendicular
to the first short side 28(1) of the inner sidewall 21, a third
rail 168 that is parallel and adjacent to the third short side
28(3) of the inner sidewall 21, and a fourth rail 169 that
is parallel to the third rail 168.
[0032] Each rail 166, 167, 168, 169 includes a fixed
edge 162 that is joined to the inner endwall inward facing
surface 22, and an opposed free edge 164 that is spaced
apart from the fixed edge 162. The free edge 164 of the
inner endwall ramp 160 has a channel 165 that defines
a rectangular seat that is configured to receive a seal
such as a rectangular gasket 154.
[0033] Referring to Fig. 6, a height of the inner endwall
ramp 160 corresponds to a distance between the ramp
fixed edge 162 and the ramp free edge 164. The first rail
166, which is disposed adjacent to the inner endwall first
end 24, has a first ramp height hr1 that is a constant
height along its length. The third rail 168 has a second
ramp height hr2 that is a constant height along its length,
and the second ramp height hr2 is greater than the first
ramp height hr1. The second rail 167 extends between
one end of each of the first and third rails 166, 168, and
the fourth rail 169 extends between an opposed end of
each of the first and third rails 166, 168. The second and
fourth rails 167, 169 have a height corresponding to the
first ramp height hr1 at a location adjacent to the first rail
and a height corresponding to the second ramp height
hr2 at a location adjacent to the third rail 168. The height
of the second and fourth rails 167, 169 linearly increases
from the first ramp height hr1 at the first rail 166 to the
second ramp height hr2 at the third rail 168.
[0034] Referring to Fig. 8, the inner bracket 20 includes
a pair of inner bracket electrical terminals 210 that are
provided on the inner endwall inward facing surface 22.
The inner bracket electrical terminals 210 are surrounded
by the inner endwall ramp 160. In the illustrated embod-
iment, each of the inner bracket electrical terminals 210
is formed of an electrically conductive U-shaped spring
having legs that are spring biased together to form a fe-
male socket that is aligned with the inner bracket longi-
tudinal axis 34 and opens toward the inner endwall first
end 24. Each of the inner bracket electrical terminals 210
is electrically connected to a corresponding electrical
conductor of the audio source signal wire 9.
[0035] Referring to Figs. 4-7 and 9, the outer bracket
40 includes an outer base 55 and a spherical ball 100
connected to the outer base 55 via a ball stem 110 that
protrudes from an outward facing surface of the outer
base 55.
[0036] The outer base 55 is generally tray shaped and

includes an outer endwall 41 that is surrounded by an
outer sidewall 48. The outer end wall 41 has an inward
facing surface 42 and an outward facing surface 43 that
are bordered by a common peripheral edge 46.
[0037] The outer sidewall 48 protrudes from the outer
endwall peripheral edge 46 in a direction normal to the
outer endwall inward facing surface 42. The outer side-
wall 48 has a first edge 51 that is joined to the outer
endwall 41, and a second edge 52 that is parallel to, and
spaced apart from, the first edge 51. A height of the outer
sidewall corresponds to the distance between the outer
sidewall first edge 51 and the outer sidewall second edge
52.
[0038] The outer sidewall 48 has four sides 48(1),
48(2), 48(3), 48(4), and includes a pair of long sides
48(2), 48(4). The long sides 48(2), 48(4) are equal in
length and are joined at a first end 44 of the outer endwall
41 by a first short side 48(1), and are joined at the op-
posed, second end 45 of the outer endwall 41 by a second
short side 48(3), where the second short side 48(3) is
parallel to, and slightly longer than, the first short side
48(1). The height of the long sides 48(2), 48(4) at the
outer endwall first end 44 is less than the height of the
long sides 48(2), 48(4) at the outer endwall second end
45. An outer bracket longitudinal axis 54 extends through
and is perpendicular to the first and second short sides
48(1), 48(3).
[0039] The outer sidewall 48 includes tabs 90 that pro-
trude from an inward facing surface 42 of the outer side-
wall 48. Each tab 90 is elongated in a direction that is
perpendicular to the outer endwall inward facing surface
41. In addition, each tab 90 has a leading edge 91 that
is flush with the outer sidewall second edge 52, and a
trailing edge 92 that is spaced apart from the outer side-
wall first edge 51. The leading edge 91 is inclined relative
to the outer sidewall inward facing surface 42, whereas
the trailing edge 92 is normal to the outer sidewall inward
facing surface 42. The tabs 90 cooperate with the
grooves 80 to guide relative movement of the inner brack-
et 20 relative to the outer bracket 40 during assembly of
the bracket assembly 10. In addition, upon assembly, the
tabs 90 cooperate with the grooves 80 to retain the inner
and outer brackets 20, 40 in the assembled configuration,
as discussed further below.
[0040] The outer bracket 40 includes an outer endwall
ramp 170. The outer endwall ramp 170 is an inclined
feature that protrudes inward from the outer endwall in-
ward facing surface 42. The outer endwall ramp 170 co-
operates with a corresponding inner endwall ramp 160
provided on the inner bracket 20 to facilitate formation of
a secure mechanical connection and moisture seal be-
tween the inner bracket 20 and the outer bracket 40, as
discussed in detail below.
[0041] The outer endwall ramp 170 is spaced apart
from the outer sidewall 48, and has four rails 176, 177,
178, 179 that are arranged together to form a hollow
closed section having a rectangular profile. As a result,
the outer endwall ramp 170 has the appearance of a rec-
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tangular frame when viewed in a direction perpendicular
to the outer endwall inward facing surface 42. The outer
endwall ramp 170 encircles a central portion 202 of the
outer bracket endwall 41 when viewed in a direction per-
pendicular to the outer bracket inward facing surface 42.
In particular, the outer endwall ramp 170 includes a first
rail 176 that is parallel to the first short side 48(1) of the
outer sidewall 41, a second rail 177 that is perpendicular
to the first short side 48(1) of the outer sidewall 41, a third
rail 178 that is parallel and adjacent to the third short side
48(3) of the outer sidewall 41, and a fourth rail 179 that
is parallel to the third rail 178.
[0042] Each rail 176, 177, 178, 179 includes a fixed
edge 172 that is joined to the outer endwall inward facing
surface 42, and an opposed free edge 174 that is spaced
apart from the fixed edge 172. The free edge 174 of the
outer endwall ramp 170 is channel-free.
[0043] Referring to Fig. 7, a height of the outer endwall
ramp 170 corresponds to a distance between the ramp
fixed edge 172 and the ramp free edge 174. The first rail
176, which is disposed adjacent to the outer endwall first
end 44, has a third ramp height hr3 that is a constant
height along its length. The third rail 178 has a fourth
ramp height hr4 that is a constant height along its length,
and the fourth ramp height hr4 is less than the third ramp
height hr3. The second rail 177 extends between one
end of each of the first and third rails 176, 178, and the
fourth rail 179 extends between an opposed end of each
of the first and third rails 176, 178. The second and fourth
rails 177, 179 have a height corresponding to the third
ramp height hr3 at a location adjacent to the first rail 176
and a height corresponding to the fourth ramp height hr4
at a location adjacent to the third rail 178. The height of
the second and fourth rails 177, 179 linearly decreases
from the third ramp height hr3 at the first rail 176 to the
fourth ramp height hr4 at the third rail 178.
[0044] Referring to Figs. 5 and 10-11, the ball stem
110 protrudes outward from the outer sidewall outward
facing surface 43, and the ball 100 is provided on the
distal end of the ball stem 110. The ball stem 110 is hol-
low, and the hollow interior of the ball stem 110 provides
a portion of a first passageway 105 that receives a portion
of the wiring harness 230. The first passageway 105 com-
municates at one end with an interior space of the ball
100 (e.g., the ball through hole 102, described below),
and at an opposed end with a second wiring through hole
47 that is formed in the outer endwall 41. The second
wiring through hole 47 provides a port through which the
wiring harness 230 extends. The wiring harness 230 is
electrically connected to electrical conductors 220 pro-
vided on the outer bracket 40.
[0045] The ball 100 has a spherical ball outer surface
101, and includes a ball through hole 102 that receives
a pin 138 that serves both as a pivot axis and part of a
clamping assembly 130, as described in detail below.
The ball through hole 102 coincides with a ball longitu-
dinal axis 112 that extends in a direction parallel to the
outer bracket longitudinal axis 54 and along a diameter

of the ball 100 between a first end 103 of the ball 100
and a second end 104 of the ball 100. The ball through
hole 102 has a first hole diameter d1 adjacent to the ball
first end 103, a second hole diameter d2 adjacent to the
ball second end 104, and an inclined hole shoulder 107
disposed at a transition between the first hole diameter
d1 and the second hole diameter d2. In addition, the ball
through hole 102 has a ball through hole flat 109 that
extends longitudinally between the hole shoulder 107
and the ball second end 104. The ball through hole flat
109 is parallel to the outer endwall inward facing surface
42, and is located on a surface of the ball through hole
102 that faces the outer endwall 41. The ball through hole
flat 109 cooperates with a corresponding pin flat (e.g.,
second pin flat 149) formed on an outer surface of the
pin 138 to rotationally locate the pin 138 within the ball
through hole 102, and to prevent relative rotation be-
tween the pin 138 and the ball through hole 102.
[0046] In addition, the ball 100 includes a first passage-
way 105 and a second passageway 106 that direct the
wiring harness 230 through the ball 100. The first pas-
sageway 105 extends in a direction perpendicular to the
outer bracket longitudinal axis 54 through the ball stem
110 and a portion of the ball 100. In particular, one end
of the first passageway 105 communicates with the ball
through hole 102 and an opposed end of the first pas-
sageway 105 communicates with the wiring throughhole
47 in the outer base outer endwall 41. The first passage-
way 105 is offset from a diameter of the ball 100 so as
to be closer to the ball second end 104 than the ball first
end 103. The second passageway 106 is disposed on
an opposed side of the ball through hole 102 relative to
the first passageway 105. The second passageway 106
extends in a direction perpendicular to the outer bracket
longitudinal axis 54 along a diameter of the ball 100. In
addition, one end of the second passageway 106 com-
municates with the ball through hole 102 at a location
corresponding to the ball through hole flat 109, and an
opposed end of the second passageway 106 communi-
cates with a wiring opening 108 in the cabinet facing sur-
face of the ball 100. The wiring opening 108 is elongated
in a direction parallel to the outer bracket longitudinal axis
54, and extends from a diameter of the ball 100 toward
the ball second end 104. The elongation of the wiring
opening 108 provides sufficient space for passage of the
wiring harness 230 while also permitting the socket 70
to rotate relative to the ball 100 without interfering with
the wiring harness 230.
[0047] In some embodiments, the outer bracket 40 in-
cluding the outer base 55, the ball stem 110 and the ball
100 is formed by injection molding, and thus the ball 100
may include additional vacancies and or surface open-
ings that are required by the molding process in order to
reliably achieve the desired spherical shape.
[0048] Referring to Fig. 9, the outer bracket 40 includes
a pair of outer bracket electrical terminals 220 that are
provided on the outer endwall inward facing surface 42.
The outer bracket electrical terminals 220 are surrounded
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by the outer endwall ramp 170. In the illustrated embod-
iment, each of the outer bracket electrical terminals 220
is formed of an electrically conductive plate that forms a
male blade that is aligned with the outer bracket longitu-
dinal axis 54 and extends toward the outer endwall sec-
ond end 45. Each of the outer bracket electrical terminals
220 is electrically connected to a unique electrical con-
ductor of the wiring harness 230. Each outer bracket elec-
trical terminal 220 is configured to automatically engage
with a unique one of the inner bracket electrical terminals
210 during assembly of the inner and outer brackets 20,
40, and more particularly upon engagement of the tabs
90 with the grooves 80 as discussed in detail below.
[0049] During assembly of the inner bracket 20 with
the outer bracket 40, the inner and outer brackets 20, 40
are oriented so the inner and outer longitudinal axes 34,
54 are parallel and the inner and outer sidewalls 28, 48
are disposed between the inner endwall 21 and the outer
endwall 41. In addition, the first ends 24, 44 of the inner
and outer endwalls 21, 41 generally coincide except that
the outer endwall first end 44 is slightly longitudinally off-
set relative to the inner endwall first end 24 such that the
tabs 90 are longitudinally aligned with corresponding
groove openings 83.
[0050] The tabs 90 are longitudinally positioned on the
outer sidewall 48 such that when each tab 90 is aligned
with a corresponding groove opening 83, the first and
third sides 48(1), 48(3) of the outer sidewall are longitu-
dinally spaced apart from the first and third sides 28(1),
28(3) of the inner sidewall. In addition, the first and third
rails 176, 178 of the outer endwall ramp 170 are longitu-
dinally spaced apart from the first and third rails 166, 168
of the inner endwall ramp 160. In this configuration, the
electrical conductors 210 provided on the outer bracket
40 are longitudinally spaced apart from the electrical con-
ductors 220 provided on the inner bracket 20.
[0051] The inner sidewall 28 is inserted into the outer
sidewall 48 in such a way that the tab leading edge 91
is inserted into the groove opening 83, and the tab 90 is
passed through the groove first portion 81 and into the
groove second portion 82.
[0052] The irregular groove shape allows the tabs 90
to move longitudinally toward the inner endwall second
end 25 when the tabs 90 have exited the groove first
portion 81 and reside in the groove second portion 82.
Thus, the inner bracket 20 is moved relative to the outer
bracket along the inner bracket longitudinal axis 54 such
that the first and third sides 28(1), 28(3) of the inner side-
wall 28 are moved toward the first and third sides 48(1),
48(3) of the outer sidewall 48. At this time, the inclined
second and fourth rails 167, 169 of the inner endwall
ramp 160 cooperate with inclined second and fourth rails
177, 179 of the outer endwall ramp 170 to drive the trailing
edge 92 of the tab 90 toward the groove shoulder 84. In
addition, the longitudinal movement causes the electrical
conductors 210 provided on the outer bracket 40 to en-
gage and form an electrical connection with the electrical
conductors 220 provided on the inner bracket 20.

[0053] When the inner bracket 20 is assembled with
the outer bracket 40, the inward facing surface 49 of the
outer sidewall 48 faces the outward facing surface 30 of
the inner sidewall 28, the inner sidewall 28 is disposed
between the outer endwall 41 and the inner endwall 21,
and the inner sidewall second edge 32 faces the outer
endwall inward facing surface 42. In this position, the tab
90 resides in the groove second portion 82 and abuts the
groove shoulder 83. The groove shoulder 83 engages
the tab 90 and prevents relative movement between the
inner and outer brackets 20, 40 in a direction transverse
to the respective longitudinal axes 34, 54. In addition, the
inner bracket 20 is disposed inside the outer bracket 40
in such a way that the inner endwall ramp 160 is aligned
with the outer endwall ramp 170 in a direction perpen-
dicular to the inner endwall inward facing surface 22, and
that the first rail 166 of the inner endwall ramp 160 is
aligned with the first rail 176 of the outer endwall ramp
170 in a direction perpendicular to the inner endwall in-
ward facing surface 22. As a result, the free edge 164 of
the inner endwall ramp 160 faces the free edge 174 of
the outer endwall ramp 170 with a seal 154 compressed
therebetween. In further addition, the inner bracket 20 is
disposed within the outer bracket 40 such that the outer
bracket electrical conductors 210 are electrically con-
nected to the inner bracket electrical conductors 220.
[0054] Referring to Figs. 5, 10 and 12-14, the bracket
assembly 10 includes the connector 60. The connector
60 includes the socket 70 of the ball and socket joint 12,
and is configured to secure the ball and socket joint 12
to the speaker cabinet 4. In particular, the connector 60
includes a connector plate 61 that is secured to the
speaker cabinet 4 for example via screws, and the socket
70 that is connected to the connector plate 61 via a socket
stem 64.
[0055] The connector plate 61 has a generally planar
cabinet facing surface 62, and an opposed socket facing
surface 63. A connector plate peripheral edge 65 joins
the cabinet facing surface 62 to the socket facing surface
63, and defines a rectangular connector plate profile. The
connector plate peripheral edge 65 includes a first edge
portion 65(1), a second edge portion 65(2), a third edge
portion 65(3) and a fourth edge portion 65(4). The first
and third edge portions 65(1), 65(3) are parallel and
spaced apart, and the second and fourth edge portions
65(2), 65(4) join opposed ends of the first and third edge
portions 65(1), 65(3) and are perpendicular to the first
and third edge portions 65(1), 65(3). A connector plate
longitudinal axis 66 extends through and is perpendicular
to the first and third edge portions 65(1), 65(3), and when
the ball and socket joint 12 is positioned as shown in Fig.
8, the connector plate longitudinal axis 66 is parallel to
the inner bracket longitudinal axis 34 and the outer brack-
et longitudinal axis 54.
[0056] The connector plate socket facing surface 63 is
slightly outwardly convex such that the connector plate
61 has a slightly greater thickness in a center of the con-
nector plate 61 than along its second and fourth edge
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portions 65(2), 65(4). The connector plate 61 includes
hollow bosses 85 that protrude outward from the cabinet
facing surface 62. The bosses 85 are configured to re-
ceive fasteners such as screws that secure the connector
plate 61 to the speaker cabinet 4. In the illustrated em-
bodiment, the connector plate 61 includes four bosses
85, one in each corner of the cabinet facing surface 62.
[0057] The socket 70 receives the ball 100, and coop-
erates with the ball 100 in such a way that the angular
orientation of the speaker cabinet 4 relative to the support
structure 8 is adjustable. To that end, the socket 70 in-
cludes a spherical socket inner surface 72 that confronts
an outer surface 101 of the ball 100 in the vicinity of the
ball first end 103. In addition, the socket 70 includes a
spherical socket outer surface 71 that is opposed to the
socket inner surface 72, and a socket free edge 76 that
corresponds to a periphery of the spherical portions of
the socket outer and inner surfaces 71, 72. The socket
free edge 76 resides in a first plane PI that is parallel to
the first edge portion 65(1) of the connector plate 61. A
gusset 89 extends at an angle between the socket free
edge 76 and the connector plate socket facing surface
63. The socket 70 includes a socket through hole 73 that
extends between the socket outer surface 71 and the
socket inner surface 72. The socket through hole 73 is
elongated, and extends along the contour of the socket
70 between a socket through hole first end 74 and a sock-
et through hole second end 75. The socket through hole
first end 74 is disposed along a first socket axis 87 that
is parallel to the connector plate longitudinal axis 66 and
passes through a diameter of the socket 70. The socket
through hole second end 75 is disposed along a second
socket axis 88 that is at an angle θ1 relative to the fist
socket axis 87, such that the socket through hole second
end 75 resides between the socket through hole first end
74 and the socket free edge 76. The angle θ1 is in a
range of 30 to 45 degrees.
[0058] The socket stem 64 protrudes outward from the
socket facing surface 63 of the connector plate 61, and
the socket 70 is disposed on the distal end of the socket
stem 64. The socket stem 64 is hollow, and the hollow
interior of the socket stem 64 provides a socket stem
passageway 67 that receives a portion of the wiring har-
ness 230. The socket stem passageway 67 communi-
cates at one end with an opening 79 in the socket inner
surface 72, and thus communicates with an interior space
of the socket 70 (e.g., the space surrounded by a socket
inner surface 72). An opposed end of the socket stem
passageway 67 communicates with an opening 78 in the
connector plate 61, which in turn is aligned with an open-
ing 5 in the speaker cabinet 4. The socket stem passage-
way 67 has a socket stem longitudinal axis 77 that passes
through the ends of the socket stem passageway 67 and
is perpendicular to the connector plate socket facing sur-
face 63. The socket stem passageway 67 has a width
wsp that is greater than a height hsp of the socket stem
passageway 67. In addition, the socket stem passage-
way 67 has a width wsp that is at least 60 percent of a

width ws of the socket 70. As used herein, the socket
stem passageway width wsp corresponds to a dimension
in a direction transverse to both the socket stem longitu-
dinal axis 77 and the connector plate longitudinal axis
66, and parallel to the socket free edge 76. The socket
stem passageway height hsp corresponds to a dimen-
sion in a direction parallel to the connector plate longitu-
dinal axis 66.
[0059] Referring to Figs. 15-18, the bracket assembly
10 includes a clamp assembly 120 that is used to main-
tain the ball and socket joint 12 in an assembled config-
uration and to allow adjustment and securement of the
relative positions of the ball 100 and socket 70. The clamp
assembly 120 includes a cap 130 that overlies the socket
outer surface 71 , a pin 138 that is disposed in the ball
through hole 102, and a fastener 122 that secures the
cap 130 to the pin 138 while clamping the ball 100 and
the socket 70 therebetween.
[0060] The cap 130 has the shape of a shallow bowl,
and includes a spherical cap inward facing surface 131
that confronts the socket outer surface 71, and an op-
posed spherical cap outward facing surface 132. The cap
130 includes a through hole 133 that extends between
the cap inward facing surface 131 and the cap outward
facing surface 132. A hollow cylindrical boss 134 sur-
rounds the cap through hole 133 and protrudes outward
from the cap outward facing surface 132. In some em-
bodiments, the cap inward facing surface 131 includes
surface features that enhance engagement between the
cap inward facing surface 131 and the socket outer sur-
face 71. For example, the surface features may include
protruding ribs 135, stipples (not shown), knurling (not
shown) and/or other friction enhancing features (not
shown).
[0061] The fastener 122 is an elongated bolt that in-
cludes a head 125, and a threaded shank 126 that ex-
tends from one side of the head 125. In use, the head
125 abuts the distal end of the cap boss 134, and the
shank 126 passes through the cap through hole 133, the
socket through hole 73 and extends into the pin 138 which
is disposed in ball through hole 102. The exterior threads
of the shank 126 engage the interior threads of the pin
138, whereby the cap 130 is secured to the pin 138, and
the ball 100 and socket 70 is clamped between the cap
130 and the pin 138.
[0062] In the illustrated embodiment, the fastener head
125 is disposed within a recess 129 formed in the distal
end of the cap boss 134, and a cap cover 136 is press
fit into the recess 129 so as to overlie the head 125. As
a result, the fastener head 125 is hidden from view where-
by the likelihood of theft and/or tampering is reduced.
Moreover, the cap cover 136 closes the end of the boss
134, whereby moisture entry into the ball and socket joint
12 via the cap 130 is minimized or prevented.
[0063] Referring to Figs. 10 and 19-20, the pin 138 is
an elongate hollow tube that includes a pin first end 139
having a threaded inner surface 142, a pin second end
140 that is opposed to the first end 139, and a pin longi-
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tudinal axis 141 that extends through the pin first and
second ends 139, 140. The pin first end 139 has a first
pin diameter dp1 and the pin second end 140 has a sec-
ond pin diameter dp2 that is larger than the first pin di-
ameter dp1. In addition, the pin 138 includes an inclined
pin shoulder 146 disposed between the pin first end 139
and the pin second end 140 at the transition between the
first and second pin diameters dp1, dp2.
[0064] The pin 138 is disposed within the ball through
hole 102 such that the pin first end 140 resides within the
ball through hole first end 103, and the pin second end
140 resides within the ball through hole second end 104.
The pin 138 is radially dimensioned to fit within the ball
through hole 102 with the pin shoulder 146 abutting the
ball shoulder 107. The pin 138 is longitudinally dimen-
sioned such that the pin second end 140 terminates with-
in the ball through hole 102, and the pin first end 139
protrudes out of the ball 100 and extends through the
socket through hole 73 and at least a portion of the cap
through hole 133, allowing the pin 138 to serve as a pivot
axis for rotation of the socket 70 relative to the ball 100.
[0065] A pair of flats 148, 149 are formed in the outer
surface of the pin 138. In particular, a pin first flat 148 is
provided adjacent to the pin first end 139, and is config-
ured to engage a corresponding cap flat 137 provided on
a portion of the cap through hole 133. The engagement
between the pin first flat 148 and the cap flat 137 prevents
rotation of the cap 130 relative to the pin 138 and ball
100. In addition, a pin second flat 149 is provided between
the pin shoulder 146 and the pin second end 140. The
pin second flat 149 cooperates with the ball through hole
flat 109 to rotationally locate the pin 138 within the ball
through hole 102, and to prevent relative rotation be-
tween the pin 138 and the ball through hole 102, whereby
the position and orientation of the pin 138 relative to the
ball 100 is fixed.
[0066] The threads provided on the pin inner surface
142 are configured to engage the exterior threads formed
on the fastener shank 126, whereby the pin 138 is me-
chanically connected to the cap 130. Moreover, tighten-
ing of the fastener 122 relative to the pin 138 causes the
fastener 122 to cooperate with the pin 138 in such a way
that the pin 138 shoulder is drawn against the ball shoul-
der 107 and thus urges the ball 100 against the socket
inner surface 72 and the fastener head 125 is drawn
against the cap outer ward facing surface 132 whereby
the socket 70 is clamped between the ball 100 and the
cap 130, and the position of the socket 70 is fixed relative
to the position of the ball 100.
[0067] The pin 138 includes a first pin passageway 143
and a second pin passageway 144 that are perpendicular
to the pin longitudinal axis 141 and extend diametrically
through the pin 138 between the pin shoulder 146 and
the pin second end 140. The first and second pin pas-
sageways 143, 144 are parallel to each other and each
intersects the hollow interior space of the pin 138. In ad-
dition, the first and second pin passageways 143, 144
each intersect the second pin flat 149. The first pin pas-

sageway 143 is aligned with the second ball passageway
106, and the second pin passageway 144 is aligned with
the first ball passageway 105.
[0068] Referring again to Fig. 3, the wiring harness 230
has a first end 231 that is electrically connected to the
terminals 220 provided on the outer bracket 40, and a
second end 232 that is disposed within the speaker cab-
inet 4 and electrically connected to the speaker(s) 6. The
wiring harness 230 passes within the interior of the brack-
et assembly 10 so that it is hidden from view. In particular,
the wire harness 230 passes through the second wiring
through hole 47 in the outer endwall 42 and the first ball
passageway 105. Within the ball 100, the wire harness
230 passes through the second pin passageway 144,
the pin interior space where it exits the second pin pas-
sageway and enters the first pin passageway 143, and
passes through the second ball passageway 106. After
exiting the ball 100, the wire harness 230 passes through
the socket stem passageway 67, and the opening 5 in
the speaker cabinet 4. The wire harness 230 is electrically
connected to the speakers within the speaker cabinet 4.
[0069] In the illustrated embodiment, the pin second
end 140 is recessed within the ball through hole 102 ad-
jacent to the ball second end 104, and a pin cover 147
is press fit into the ball through hole 102 at this location.
In some embodiments, the pin cover 147 is formed of
silicon. The pin cover 147 hides the pin second end 140
from view and closes the ball second end 104, whereby
moisture entry into the ball and socket joint 12 via the
ball through hole 102 or pin 138 is minimized or prevent-
ed.
[0070] Referring to Figs. 21-23, in use, the angular ori-
entation of the socket 70 relative to the ball 100 is ad-
justed by removing the cap cover 136 and loosening the
fastener 122 to an extent that the clamping force applied
by the clamping assembly 120 is relieved, and the socket
70 is rotatable relative to the ball 100. When the clamping
force applied by the clamping assembly 120 is relieved,
the ball and socket joint 12 is rotatable about the ball
longitudinal axis 112 through an angle θ3 of plus or minus
45 degrees relative to the socket stem longitudinal axis
77. In addition, the ball and socket joint 12 is rotatable
about a reference axis 3 through an angle of plus 45
degrees relative to the socket stem longitudinal axis 77.
The reference axis 3 is orthogonal to both the ball longi-
tudinal axis 112 and the socket stem longitudinal axis 77.
When audio speaker device 2 is mounted on a wall, the
angle θ2 corresponds to adjustment in the vertical direc-
tion and the angle θ3 corresponds to adjustment in the
horizontal direction.
[0071] Referring to Figs. 5-6 and 10, the bracket as-
sembly 10 includes strategically placed seals 150, 152,
154, 156 that prevent moisture from entering the speaker
cabinet 4 and the interior space defined between the in-
ner and outer brackets 20, 40. In particular, a first seal
150 is disposed in the second wiring through hole 47,
which is formed in the outer endwall 41. The first seal
150 may be, for example, a cylindrical wiring harness
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seal that includes axially-spaced circumferentially ex-
tending ribs formed in an outer surface thereof. The first
seal 150 is shaped and dimensioned to plug a gap be-
tween wire harness 230 and the second wiring through
hole 47, thus preventing moisture that infiltrates the ball
and socket joint 12 from entering into the space between
the inner bracket 20 and the outer bracket 40.
[0072] A second seal 152 in the form of a thin sheet of
sealing material overlies the inner endwall outward facing
surface 23. The second seal 152 prevents moisture from
entering into the space between the inner bracket 20 and
the outer bracket 40 via gaps between the inner and outer
sidewalls 28, 48 or openings in the inner endwall 28 that
permit passage of wires, fasteners, etc..
[0073] A third seal 154 is a rectangular frame shaped
gasket. The third seal 154 is shaped and dimensioned
to be press fit into the channel 165 that is formed in the
inner endwall ramp free edge 164. The third seal 154
abuts, and is compressed between, the free edges of
both the inner and outer endwall ramps 160, 170. In this
configuration, the third seal 154 surrounds the inner
space defined between the ramps 160, 170 that includes
the electrical connectors 210, 220.
[0074] In addition, a fourth seal 156 is disposed within
the speaker wire opening 5 of the speaker cabinet 4. Like
the first seal 150, the fourth seal 156 is a cylindrical wiring
harness seal that includes axially-spaced circumferen-
tially extending ribs formed in an outer surface thereof.
The fourth seal 156 is shaped and dimensioned to plug
a gap between the wire harness 230 and the cabinet wire
opening 5, thus preventing moisture that enters the ball
and socket joint 12 from entering speaker cabinet via the
socket stem 64.
[0075] Although the bracket assembly 10 is described
herein as supporting a speaker cabinet 4 as part of an
audio speaker device 2, the bracket assembly 10 can be
used to support other devices such as monitors, score
boards, fans, etc., and has particular benefit for support-
ing devices having electrical wires that can be hidden
within the bracket assembly 10.
[0076] A selective illustrative embodiment of the de-
vice is described above in some detail. It should be un-
derstood that only structures considered necessary for
clarifying the device have been described herein. Other
conventional structures, and those of ancillary and aux-
iliary components of the device, are assumed to be
known and understood by those skilled in the art. More-
over, while a working example of the device has been
described above, the device is not limited to the working
example described above, but various design alterations
may be carried out without departing from the device as
set forth in the claims.

Claims

1. A bracket assembly (10) for connecting a housing to
a support structure (8), the bracket assembly com-

prising
a cap (130) having a spherical cap inner surface,
an outer bracket (40) including an outer base (55)
and a spherical ball (100) connected to the outer
base (55) by a ball stem,
a connector (60) including a connector plate (61),
and a socket (70) that is connected to the connector
plate (61) by a socket stem, the socket (70) disposed
between the cap and the ball (100), the socket (70)
including a spherical socket inner surface that con-
fronts an outer surface of the ball (100) and a spher-
ical socket outer surface that confronts the cap inner
surface, and
a clamp assembly (120) including a fastener that
passes through the cap, the ball (100) and the socket
(70), urges the cap inner surface against the socket
outer surface and urges the ball outer surface
against the socket inner surface, whereby
the ball (100) cooperates with the socket (70) of the
connector in such a way that the angular orientation
of the housing relative to the support structure (8) is
adjustable,
the socket (70) is clamped between the ball (100)
and the cap, and
the position of the socket (70) is fixed relative to the
position of the ball (100).

2. The bracket assembly of claim 1, wherein

the clamp assembly includes a hollow pin that
is disposed within the ball, the pin including a
pin first end having a threaded inner surface,
and a pin second end that is opposed to the first
end, and
the pin threaded inner surface is engaged with
corresponding threads provided on an outer sur-
face of the fastener.

3. The bracket assembly of claim 2, wherein

the pin second end is disposed within the ball,
and
the pin first end protrudes out of the ball and
extends through an opening in the socket.

4. The bracket assembly of claim 2, wherein

the pin first end has a first pin diameter, the pin
second end has a second pin diameter that is
larger than the first pin diameter, and the pin
includes a pin shoulder disposed between the
pin first end and the pin second end at a transi-
tion between the first pin diameter and the sec-
ond pin diameter,
the ball includes a ball through hole that extends
in a direction parallel to the outward facing sur-
face of the outer base between a first end of the
ball and a second end of the ball, the ball through
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hole having a first hole diameter adjacent to the
first end of the ball, a second hole diameter ad-
jacent to the second end of the ball, and a hole
shoulder disposed between the ball first end and
the ball second end at a transition between the
first hole diameter and the second hole diame-
ter, and
the pin is disposed in the ball through hole such
that the pin first end protrudes from the first end
of the ball and the pin shoulder abuts the hole
shoulder.

5. The bracket assembly of claim 1, wherein the ball
includes

a ball through hole that extends in a direction
parallel to an inward facing surface of the outer
base between a first end of the ball and a second
end of the ball, the ball through hole extending
along a diameter of the ball,
a first passageway that extends through the ball
stem, one end of the first passageway commu-
nicating with the ball through hole and an op-
posed end of the first passageway communicat-
ing with an opening in the outer base, and
a second passageway that extends through a
portion of the ball, one end of the second pas-
sageway communicating with the ball through
hole and an opposed end of the second pas-
sageway communicating with an opening in the
ball,
wherein the first and second passageways ex-
tend in a direction that is perpendicular to the
inward facing surface of the outer base and are
non-colinear.

6. The bracket assembly of claim 5, wherein

the clamp assembly includes a hollow pin that
is disposed within the ball through hole, the pin
including a pin first end having a threaded inner
surface, a pin second end that is opposed to the
first end, and a pin longitudinal axis that is ex-
tends through the pin first end and the pin sec-
ond end,
the pin threaded inner surface is coaxial with the
pin longitudinal axis and is engaged with corre-
sponding threads provided on an outer surface
of the fastener, and
the pin includes a passageway that extends per-
pendicular to the pin longitudinal axis and opens
to an exterior surface of the pin.

7. The bracket assembly of claim 6, wherein the pin
includes surface features that cooperate with a sur-
face of the ball through hole in such a way as to align
the pin passageway with one of the first passageway
and the second passageway.

8. The bracket assembly of claim 1, wherein the cap
inner surface includes surface features that enhance
engagement between the cap inner surface and the
socket outer surface.

9. The bracket assembly of claim 8, wherein
the head is recessed within the boss, and a cap cover
is disposed on an end of the boss so as to hide the
head from view.

10. The bracket assembly of claim 1, wherein the socket
stem is hollow and an inner surface of the socket
stem defines a socket stem passageway, the socket
stem passageway having a width that is at least 60
percent of a width of the socket, where the width
corresponds to a dimension in a direction transverse
to the socket stem longitudinal axis and parallel to a
free edge of the socket.

11. The bracket assembly of claim 1, wherein the socket
stem is hollow and an inner surface of the socket
stem defines a socket stem passageway, the socket
stem passageway having a width that is greater than
a height of the socket stem passageway, where the
width corresponds to a dimension in a direction
transverse to the socket stem longitudinal axis and
parallel to a free edge of the socket, and the height
corresponds to a dimension in a direction transverse
to the socket stem longitudinal axis and perpendic-
ular to the free edge of the socket.

12. An audio speaker device, comprising

the bracket assembly of any of claims 1-11,
wherein
the housing corresponds to a speaker cabinet
that houses a speaker, and
the bracket assembly is secured to the speaker
cabinet and is configured to connect the speaker
cabinet to the support structure.

Patentansprüche

1. Halterungsanordnung (10) zum Verbinden eines
Gehäuses mit einer Tragstruktur (8), wobei die Hal-
terungsanordnung Folgendes umfasst:

eine Kappe (130), die eine ballige Kappeninnen-
fläche aufweist,
eine äußere Halterung (40), die eine äußere Ba-
sis (55) und eine ballige Kugel (100) umfasst,
die über einen Kugelschaft mit der äußeren Ba-
sis (55) verbunden ist,
ein Verbindungsstück (60), das eine Verbin-
dungsplatte (61) und eine Pfanne (70) umfasst,
die über einen Pfannenschaft mit der Verbin-
dungsplatte (61) verbunden ist, wobei die Pfan-
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ne (70) zwischen der Kappe und der Kugel (100)
angeordnet ist, wobei die Pfanne (70) eine bal-
lige Pfanneninnenfläche, die einer Außenfläche
der Kugel (100) gegenüberliegt, und eine ballige
Pfannenaußenfläche, die der Kappeninnenflä-
che gegenüberliegt, umfasst, und
eine Klemmanordnung (120), die eine durch die
Kappe, die Kugel (100) und die Pfanne (70) füh-
rende Befestigungsvorrichtung umfasst, die
Kappeninnenfläche gegen die Pfannenaußen-
fläche zwingt und die Kugelaußenfläche gegen
die Pfanneninnenfläche zwingt, wodurch die Ku-
gel (100) mit der Pfanne (70) des Verbindungs-
stücks auf eine solche Weise zusammenwirkt,
dass die Winkelausrichtung des Gehäuses re-
lativ zu der Tragstruktur (8) einstellbar ist, die
Pfanne (70) zwischen der Kugel (100) und der
Kappe eingeklemmt ist und die Position der
Pfanne (70) relativ zu der Position der Kugel
(100) fest ist.

2. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Klemmanordnung einen Hohlstift umfasst, der
innerhalb der Kugel angeordnet ist, wobei der Stift
ein erstes Stiftende, das eine mit einem Gewinde
versehene Innenfläche aufweist, und ein zweites
Stiftende, das dem ersten Ende gegenüberliegt, um-
fasst, und
die mit einem Gewinde versehene Innenfläche des
Stifts mit entsprechenden Gewinden eingreift, die
auf einer Außenfläche der Befestigungsvorrichtung
bereitgestellt sind.

3. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 2, wobei
das zweite Stiftende innerhalb der Kugel angeordnet
ist und
das erste Stiftende aus der Kugel vorsteht und sich
durch eine Öffnung in der Pfanne erstreckt.

4. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 2, wobei
das erste Stiftende einen ersten Stiftdurchmesser
aufweist, das zweite Stiftende einen zweiten Stift-
durchmesser aufweist, der größer als der erste Stift-
durchmesser ist, und der Stift einen Stiftabsatz um-
fasst, der zwischen dem ersten Stiftende und dem
zweiten Stiftende an einem Übergang zwischen dem
ersten Stiftdurchmesser und dem zweiten Stiftdurch-
messer angeordnet ist,
die Kugel eine Kugeldurchgangsbohrung umfasst,
die sich in einer parallel zu der nach außen weisen-
den Fläche der äußeren Basis verlaufenden Rich-
tung zwischen einem ersten Ende der Kugel und ei-
nem zweiten Ende der Kugel erstreckt, wobei die
Kugeldurchgangsbohrung einen an das erste Ende
der Kugel angrenzenden ersten Bohrungsdurch-
messer, einen an das zweite Ende der Kugel an-
grenzenden zweiten Bohrungsdurchmesser und ei-
nen Bohrungsabsatz aufweist, der zwischen dem

ersten Kugelende und dem zweiten Kugelende an
einem Übergang zwischen dem ersten Bohrungs-
durchmesser und dem zweiten Bohrungsdurchmes-
ser angeordnet ist, und
der Stift auf eine solche Weise in der Kugeldurch-
gangsbohrung angeordnet ist, dass das erste Stif-
tende von dem ersten Ende der Kugel vorsteht und
der Stiftabsatz an dem Bohrungsabsatz anliegt.

5. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Kugel Folgendes umfasst:

eine Kugeldurchgangsbohrung, die sich in einer
parallel zu einer nach innen weisenden Fläche
der äußeren Basis verlaufenden Richtung zwi-
schen einem ersten Ende der Kugel und einem
zweiten Ende der Kugel erstreckt, wobei sich
die Kugeldurchgangsbohrung entlang einem
Durchmesser der Kugel erstreckt,
einen ersten Durchgang, der sich durch den Ku-
gelschaft erstreckt, wobei ein Ende des ersten
Durchgangs in Verbindung mit der Kugeldurch-
gangsbohrung steht und ein gegenüberliegen-
des Ende des ersten Durchgangs in Verbindung
mit einer Öffnung in der äußeren Basis steht,
und
einen zweiten Durchgang, der sich durch einen
Abschnitt der Kugel erstreckt, wobei ein Ende
des zweiten Durchgangs in Verbindung mit der
Kugeldurchgangsbohrung steht und ein gegen-
überliegendes Ende des zweiten Durchgangs in
Verbindung mit einer Öffnung in der Kugel steht,
wobei sich der erste und der zweite Durchgang
in einer rechtwinklig zu der nach innen weisen-
den Fläche der äußeren Basis verlaufenden
Richtung erstrecken und nicht kollinear sind.

6. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 5, wobei
die Klemmanordnung einen Hohlstift umfasst, der
innerhalb der Kugeldurchgangsbohrung angeordnet
ist, wobei der Stift ein erstes Stiftende, das eine mit
einem Gewinde versehene Innenfläche aufweist, ein
zweites Stiftende, das dem ersten Ende gegenüber-
liegt, und eine Stiftlängsachse, die sich durch das
erste Stiftende und das zweite Stiftende erstreckt,
umfasst,
die mit einem Gewinde versehene Innenfläche des
Stifts koaxial mit der Stiftlängsachse ist und mit ent-
sprechenden Gewinden eingreift, die auf einer Au-
ßenfläche der Befestigungsvorrichtung bereitge-
stellt sind, und
der Stift einen Durchgang umfasst, der sich recht-
winklig zu der Stiftlängsachse erstreckt und sich zu
einer Außenfläche des Stifts hin öffnet.

7. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 6, wobei der
Stift Flächenmerkmale umfasst, die auf eine solche
Weise mit einer Fläche der Kugeldurchgangsboh-
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rung zusammenwirken, dass der Stiftdurchgang in
einer Linie mit dem ersten Durchgang oder dem
zweiten Durchgang ausgerichtet ist.

8. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Kappeninnenfläche Flächenmerkmale umfasst, die
einen Eingriff zwischen der Kappeninnenfläche und
der Pfannenaußenfläche fördern.

9. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 8, wobei der
Kopf innerhalb der Pfanne eingelassen ist und eine
Kappenabdeckung auf einem Ende der Pfanne an-
geordnet ist, um den Kopf zu verbergen.

10. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Pfannenschaft hohl ist und eine Innenfläche des
Pfannenschafts einen Pfannenschaftdurchgang de-
finiert, wobei der Pfannenschaftdurchgang eine
Breite aufweist, die wenigstens 60 Prozent einer
Breite der Pfanne beträgt, wobei die Breite einer Ab-
messung in einer quer zu der Längsachse des Pfan-
nenschafts und parallel zu einem freien Rand der
Pfanne verlaufenden Richtung entspricht.

11. Halterungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
Pfannenschaft hohl ist und eine Innenfläche des
Pfannenschafts einen Pfannenschaftdurchgang de-
finiert, wobei der Pfannenschaftdurchgang eine
Breite aufweist, die größer als eine Höhe des Pfan-
nenschaftdurchgangs ist, wobei die Breite einer Ab-
messung in einer quer zu der Längsachse des Pfan-
nenschafts und parallel zu einem freien Rand der
Pfanne verlaufenden Richtung entspricht und die
Höhe einer Abmessung in einer quer zu der Längs-
achse des Pfannenschafts und rechtwinklig zu dem
freien Rand der Pfanne verlaufenden Richtung ent-
spricht.

12. Audiolautsprechervorrichtung, umfassend:

die Halterungsanordnung nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 11, wobei
das Gehäuse einem Lautsprechergehäuse ent-
spricht, in dem ein Lautsprecher untergebracht
ist, und
die Halterungsanordnung an dem Lautspre-
chergehäuse befestigt und dazu ausgelegt ist,
das Lautsprechergehäuse mit der Tragstruktur
zu verbinden.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de support (10) pour relier un boîtier à une
structure de support (8), l’ensemble de support com-
prenant
un chapeau (130) présentant une surface interne de
chapeau sphérique,

un support externe (40) comprenant une base ex-
terne (55) et une bille sphérique (100) reliée à la
base externe (55) par une tige de bille,
un connecteur (60) incluant une plaque de connec-
teur (61), et une douille (70) qui est reliée à la plaque
de connecteur (61) par une tige de douille, la douille
(70) étant disposée entre le chapeau et la bille (100),
la douille (70) incluant une surface interne de douille
sphérique qui fait face à une surface externe de la
bille (100) et une surface externe de douille sphéri-
que qui fait face à la surface interne de chapeau, et
un ensemble de serrage (120) incluant un dispositif
de fixation qui passe à travers le chapeau, la bille
(100) et la douille (70), pousse la surface interne de
chapeau contre la surface externe de douille et pous-
se la surface externe de bille contre la surface interne
de douille, moyennant quoi
la bille (100) coopère avec la douille (70) du connec-
teur de telle sorte que l’orientation angulaire du boî-
tier par rapport à la structure de support (8) soit ré-
glable,
la douille (70) est serrée entre la bille (100) et le
chapeau, et
la position de la douille (70) est fixe par rapport à la
position de la bille (100).

2. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel
l’ensemble de serrage inclut une broche creuse qui
est disposée à l’intérieur de la bille, la broche incluant
une première extrémité de broche comportant une
surface interne filetée, et une seconde extrémité de
broche qui est opposée à la première extrémité, et
la surface interne filetée de la broche est en prise
avec des filets correspondants placés sur une sur-
face externe du dispositif de fixation.

3. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 2, dans
lequel
la seconde extrémité de broche est disposée à l’in-
térieur de la bille, et
la première extrémité de broche fait saillie hors de
la bille et s’étend à travers une ouverture dans la
douille.

4. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 2, dans
lequel
la première extrémité de broche présente un premier
diamètre de broche, la seconde extrémité de broche
présente un second diamètre de broche qui est su-
périeur au premier diamètre de broche, et la broche
inclut un épaulement de broche disposé entre la pre-
mière extrémité de broche et la seconde extrémité
de broche au niveau d’une transition entre le premier
diamètre de broche et le second diamètre de broche,
la bille inclut un trou de passage de bille qui s’étend
dans une direction parallèle à la surface orientée
vers l’extérieur de la base externe entre une premiè-
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re extrémité de la bille et une seconde extrémité de
la bille, le trou de passage de bille présentant un
premier diamètre de trou adjacent à la première ex-
trémité de la bille, un second diamètre de trou adja-
cent à la seconde extrémité de la bille, et un épau-
lement de trou disposé entre la première extrémité
de bille et la seconde extrémité de bille au niveau
d’une transition entre le premier diamètre de trou et
le second diamètre de trou, et
la broche est disposée dans le trou de passage de
bille de sorte que la première extrémité de la broche
fasse saillie depuis la première extrémité de la bille
et que l’épaulement de broche vienne en butée con-
tre l’épaulement de trou.

5. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la bille inclut
un trou de passage de bille qui s’étend dans une
direction parallèle à la surface orientée vers l’inté-
rieur de la base externe entre une première extrémité
de la bille et une seconde extrémité de la bille, le
trou de passage de bille s’étendant le long d’un dia-
mètre de la bille,
un premier passage qui s’étend à travers la tige de
bille, une extrémité du premier passage communi-
quant avec le trou de passage de bille et une extré-
mité opposée du premier passage communiquant
avec une ouverture dans la base externe, et
un second passage qui s’étend à travers une partie
de la bille, une extrémité du second passage com-
muniquant avec le trou de passage de bille et une
extrémité opposée du second passage communi-
quant avec une ouverture dans la bille,
dans lequel les premier et second passages s’éten-
dent dans une direction qui est perpendiculaire à la
surface orientée vers l’intérieur de la base externe
et sont non colinéaires.

6. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 5, dans
lequel
l’ensemble de serrage inclut une broche creuse qui
est disposée à l’intérieur du trou de passage de bille,
la broche incluant une première extrémité de broche
comportant une surface interne filetée, une seconde
extrémité de broche qui est opposée à la première
extrémité, et un axe longitudinal de broche qui
s’étend à travers la première extrémité de broche et
la seconde extrémité de broche,
la surface interne filetée de la broche est coaxiale à
l’axe longitudinal de broche et est en prise avec des
filets correspondants placés sur une surface externe
du dispositif de fixation, et
la broche inclut un passage qui s’étend perpendicu-
lairement à l’axe longitudinal de broche et s’ouvre
sur une surface extérieure de la broche.

7. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 6, dans
lequel la broche inclut des caractéristiques de sur-

face qui coopèrent avec une surface du trou de pas-
sage de bille de façon à aligner le passage de la
broche sur l’un du premier passage et du second
passage.

8. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la surface interne de chapeau inclut des ca-
ractéristiques de surface qui améliorent la prise entre
la surface interne de chapeau et la surface externe
de douille.

9. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 8, dans
lequel
la tête est évidée à l’intérieur du bossage, et un cou-
vercle de chapeau est disposé sur une extrémité du
bossage de façon à cacher la tête à la vue.

10. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la tige de douille est creuse et une surface
interne de la tige de douille définit un passage de
tige de douille, le passage de tige de douille présen-
tant une largeur qui est égale à au moins 60 pour
cent d’une largeur de la douille, la largeur corres-
pondant à une dimension dans une direction trans-
versale à l’axe longitudinal de la tige de douille et
parallèle à un bord libre de la douille.

11. Ensemble de support selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel la tige de douille est creuse et une surface
interne de la tige de douille définit un passage de
tige de douille, le passage de tige de douille présen-
tant une largeur qui est supérieure à une hauteur du
passage de tige de douille, la largeur correspondant
à une dimension dans une direction transversale à
l’axe longitudinal de la tige de douille et parallèle à
un bord libre de la douille, et la hauteur correspon-
dant à une dimension dans une direction transver-
sale à l’axe longitudinal de la tige de douille et per-
pendiculaire au bord libre de la douille.

12. Dispositif haut-parleur audio, comprenant
l’ensemble de support selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 11, dans lequel
le boîtier correspond à un coffret de haut-parleur qui
loge un haut-parleur, et
l’ensemble de support est fixé sur le coffret de haut-
parleur et est conçu pour relier le coffret de haut-
parleur à la structure de support.
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